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Super scourge the hedgehog

-⸙ welcome 〉 〉 〉 〉 〉 〉 〉 〉 〉:d ate: May-04 〔: earth_americas: 〕;  11:34 . : iphone: ⇆ 31% 〉〉〉〉〉〉〉〉〉〉:。 ✧ * ゚‧ ✧. 。..: 。 ✧ * ゚‧ ✧. 。 ...:。 ✧ * ゚‧ ✧. 。. *. ┊ ┊ ┊ ┊ ┊ ┊ ┊ ┊ ┊: cherry_blossom: * ┊ ┊ ┊ of: cherry_blossom: * ❲ () ❜)) ❳) • ⇉ [: Leaves:; - b i e n v e n in d o s ❜ ↷.. 本. ❞ ❪. ❞ ❪ __Hello ❫ ❝ cherry_blossom. How much do people not believe in one's own right? :p
Rankasus:: Heart: I have not uploaded such a wide and complex blog in a long time. I wanted to blog about this popular character, i always thank You for the Aaorchi comedy. Obviously, it's not even less... » ————-: Fire: ————- « « » ————-: Fire: ————-« « : Fire: Curse on The Hej-Hage: Fire: It's Okay... Talking of one of my favorite non-canon characters. : new_moon_with_face:: o: Warning:
o: All the content used in this blog was taken from internet pages. So credit your esteem edits. : Fire: Index: Fire:-: Boom: Who is the Garbage to The Haag ?--: Boom: Personality-: Boom:Skill-: Boom: Dress-: Boom: Changes-: Boom: Teams-: Boom: Destoroct Sa-: Boom: Fifan-: Boom: Goodbye ❀ * ̥ ┌-❀ * ̥---❀ * ̥-┐ └ --❀ * ̥--❀ *̥-┘: Fire: Who's The Garbage Of The Hej-Hage? Fire: The Garbage To The Hej-
Hage, actually the bad voice, is one of the main conformances of the American comic book series which has been published by The Aaorchi Comedy. He actually filled the clip of the padded twin in comedy before the first sound of metal. Originally appears as a medium voice in leather dress, the evil sound was refatted in the garbage to dress it up as a character. The sound in the universe consists of
hundreds of parallel universes by Story, a multiverse. The important universe is called the Great Ayat . The universe that is getting the most attention, apart from the Prime Minister, is called the opposite verse. Here, places and characters are called anti-mobilius which contains versions. In a world literally called polar opposites, evil freedom fighters to fight the amiable Dr. Cantobawar. The main leader of
the group was of bad voice. After the great peace on his planet, the bad sound killed his father and captured this world. After several failed attempts to defeat the hergood twin voice, the evil voice was expelled from the anti-freedom fighters, and allowed her to continue her own look. These included several encounters with the central group and a clash with Sonia's hej-hage and the sonic inmit of the
underground universe. ————-: Fire: ————- « » ————-: Fire: ————-« The adventure of the voice will take him back to the Prime Minister, where he was able to change the sound for a short time. During that period, he spoiled the reputation of the voice and was a snapchatting for all the women he met. When the voice came, he fought the voice of the sin again, but the war. The good-goat will
later make the bat a union with the rog in an attempt to steal the master's aku. The alliance of the evil voice and the rog was interrupted by their own greed, because the double was crossed by the master in an attempt. The father of Dupur, Aihadan, was blessed at the altar by John Lok, who started fighting the rog, considered the greatest threat. To take this opportunity with a bad voice to change into a
super state and try. John Lok attacked him and left two marks on his right. ————-: Fire: ————-«» ————-: Fire: ————-« Was greened by the power of the master, the evil voice changed its name to garbage and announced that his day were evil twins. After another series of fights, The Garbage took Fona Fox as his stable girlfriend and used a goat to return to the world of her home. ————-:
Fire: ————- «» » ————-: Fire: ————-« In the case of the day, they conquered the opposite Mobilius and corrected it in his picture. He changed the name of the freedom fighters against the planet nickname Moebius, and the Daman squad. They also forced them to take the identitys and be more than just evil twins. He then took the Daman squad to The Mobeus, inadhesive to conquer his world,
intend to conquer it. However, the Daman squad is considered to have made the natural order of these things to change it down, and created a union with freedom fighters (without the sound, who had left at the time) to depute it. The garbage beat both teams from one side, but was disturbed by the latter to show the sound for long enough for daman that was defeated to send him back. The garbage will kill
them for him, but first he had to deal with pink (opposite Amy Rose). ————-: Fire: ————-«» ————-: Fire: ————-« «┌-❀ * ̥---❀ * ̥-❀ * ̥-┐ └ --❀ *̥---❀ *̥-┘: Fire: Garbage is for as The Eggman Nege for sound. An exversion of good character without morals. Like sound, the garbage is a bit of a loud and confident. Unlike the sound, he is extremely selfish and more cruel. The garbage has been
shown to be ready to kill enemies through the game, and in fact it has done in the past. If it was not for rog's intervention, he had killed John Lok. The garbage is a speaker as somehow as a fighter. He is the only character in the comic book series to use the scorn almost regularly. What you're actually saying is that they leave the reader to find you, such as traditional signs ($%) Used on these occasions.
————-: Fire: ————- «» ————-: Fire: ————-« « : Fire: Garbage is fast as your brave double and you can use most, if almost all abilities. The comic book profile makes its lists capable of using spin dash, contius al-taeamy attack, super-peelout and other sound weapon moves. Also Shadow chaos controls use, although it takes one of the chaos to do so. Its physical strength is shown to be close
to the shadow level. : Fire: Dress: Fire: The garbage is red sun (rarely called SGA on glass), flame style, green shoes with black details and a black jacket with two marks on the right. : Fire: Fire Changes: Just as the sound can turn into super sound by using the chaos emerald, the garbage can be converted into super curse by using a commotion Beryl.In its super shape, the same abilities as the curse
looks very different from the sound when the last sound is from, super-garbage is purple, its eyes turn Red and hard, erotic changes are black: Fire: Teams: Fire: Suppisaon Saqwadthi Suppisaon Squad, already known as anti-freedom fighters, is a group of the taqt and counterpart of freedom fighters. The suppisaaon squad consists of (in addition to the garbage): • Mail Provar • Princess Elysia Acornwall •
The Bogot of Buns • Bad St John • Feuna Fox: This is a former freedom fighter. • Poond D'Coolette • A group of fighters from the old Walrus Desteroctasis, a group of which was temporarily imprisoned. Fire: Destoroctsa: Fire: • Fona Fox • Samani Lightning Lynx • Sergeant Simian • Flight Frog • Predator Hawk • Sleato Dog Deoband (Previous Guide) • Drago ┌ ❀ ̥ * ❀ ̥ ┐ └: Fire: Fire: Now we know more
about the role of this evil, I've decided to make a fax art uwoo I was looking forward to making this drawing and I hope you enjoy it. : Heart::p Rankasis: Let's go with the procedure! Scitchanyartcallor Bissombrasalaghat, Background and Sacanatorin HD:p Rankasus:: Heart: If you want to know more about this character, enter this wiki. Credit on its related author. : Fire: Curse Wikipedia: Fire:: Fire: I hope
you've liked the blog, I liked it 3 days. : Happiness: Happiness: Look at you in the next blog anyway! see you! PS: Credit me on Jut by TPL. Super Garbage Super Garbage Sharing Modified Is Super Change of The Heg-Hage, Counter-Voice Version. This change occurs when the garbage uses turquoise. Hastora got this change to fight the combined power of the garbage sound, Amy, The Robe A' Hej
Haag, Silver, Shadow, Metal Sound and Pink, who agreed that the garbage was a legitimate threat and therefore decided to work together to finish it. Despite their efforts the sound group was no match for the Super Garbage, who defeated them all with less effort. The Super Garbage departing to fight with the combined strength of the Cannothouli freedom fighters and daman squad (minus the old man and
The Fevena), who were waiting for the curse for defeat, returned to The Mobilius. It seemed to be unbelievable, the sound He realized that the chaos was on him by his super-sound change for Feroza that was a different (and negative) power on the curse to contrast the positive impact of the chaotic emerald. It also attracts too much curse from others, so the super sound managed to buy time until the
super-garbage was deceived by the sound and lost the sound change. As the sound was pinkly super-finted . Specuated, the chaotic turquoise suha had left it in its usual form, leaving it weak, all the energy. Then attack the sound and capture it. The only change in the sequence of the Objects Super Garbage Workbook series is where the color of the fabric also changes in the skin and eye section. The
initial design of the super-garbage really made the garbage into a golden leather color. But Lan Flynn thought it was boring and then went through super curse 4 design before he was known to many of the last designs. Also, if its last color was gold, it would look partially like sound, and would not be received very well by the fan. Community content is available under CES unless otherwise stated. Unlike.
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